catering industry and the full extent of accidents is therefore not known. However, through the questionnaire it was hoped that many more accidents would be "unveiled".

The large majority of accidents reported were accidents of a small scale which would not have been revealed if the manager had to follow the legal channels of accident reporting. The Machinery and Occupational Safety Act (MOSA) requires that any accident must be reported to the Department of Manpower Inspector where the accident caused the death of the worker, could have caused the death of the worker, resulted in a worker losing consciousness, injury or the loss of a limb, or resulted in the worker becoming ill and remaining off work for at least fourteen days. It is clear from these provisions that accidents recorded in the present study would not have been reported to the Department of Manpower Inspector. The only possible reports may have been in those cases where amputation occurred.

Unfortunately occupational accidents are often considered to be caused solely by human error. This can be seen by the recommendations forwarded by the Department of Manpower where accidents, such as persons falling, are seen to a large extent to be prevented by "working more carefully and by better supervision" (Report of the Director General, 1987; p108).

As discussed in Chapter 2, early research focused largely on the notion of "accident proneness". This concept rested upon the idea that a person with certain personality characteristics was very likely to have accidents. When a person was said to be accident prone it was generally meant that he/she had some psychological characteristics which predisposed him/her toward having accidents (Ramdial, 1981). However, these early
Kirchner (1961) suggests that the concept of accident proneness has received far more attention than it deserves. As indeed in Chapter 2 it was shown that accidents can be due to factors which are not the individual's fault such as lack of training or no training at all, poor supervision, unfavorable attitudes towards accident prevention and tolerance of poor work conditions. Thus, without carefully investigating the circumstances surrounding an accident which a person has, it would be unwise to label a person accident prone, as what at first may appear to be accident proneness, could upon further inspection reveal other factors or conditions which are causes of accidents. A worker may be a victim of poor environmental conditions such as having to work with faulty or poorly designed machinery, or in a hot surrounding, or under stress conditions. In addition the individual could have had little or no adequate training (Ramial, 1981).

Thus, although the theory of accident proneness seemed for many years to be a possible solution to the problem of work-related injuries, when put in proper perspective, it contributed little to the overall problem (Beach, 1980). One cannot explain accidents by looking for personal or other factors, as these factors do not recognise the complexity of the behavioural environment. It is for these reasons that accident prevention is particularly dependent on ergonomists who are aiming at improvements in the working environment, instead of unsuccessful attempts to reduce natural variation of human behaviour.
From the tables and statistical analysis presented in the previous chapter, three major areas of accidents can be observed. There is a clear relationship between accidents in commercial kitchens and:

1. slips, trips and falls,

2. burns,

3. cuts

These expected relationships are now discussed in sections 1, 2 and 3 of this chapter.

1. Slips, trips and falls

It is universally recognised that slippery surfaces are dangerous (James, 1983). Hunter (1930) recognised the influence of contaminating substances such as dirt, water and oil. Sigler, Geib and Boone (1948) emphasised the importance of wear and contaminants. Attention has also been drawn to the influence of floor polishers and treatments on the safety of floors (Jablonsky, 1978).

The frequency of slips, trips or falls was thirty seven (20%). This was the second highest item chosen in the category of immediate causes of injury. Slips, trips and falls are a direct function of floor surface and it is therefore necessary to identify the relationship between slips, trips and falls and floor surfaces as well as other items related to slips, trips and falls.
There was a significant correlation between slips, trips and falls by a worker and slippery and greasy surfaces. Thirty six of the 135 reported incidents were accounted for by slippery or greasy surface or material. Accidents as a result of such conditions led to injuries in the form of strain or sprains and injuries to the back. The frequency of those injuries were ten for strain or sprain (5.1%) and seven for back (3.6%). These accounted for almost 9% of the injuries in the study.

In trying to extract information which would define areas of ergonomic concern, a number of relationships were observed. Significant relationships were found between "walking without carrying anything on a level surface" and "slippery surface or material" (see Table 10). "Carrying or wheeling material on a level surface" correlated significantly with "slip, trip or fall by worker" (see Table 11).

Thus, there is a clear relationship between a greasy or slippery material and a slip, trip or fall by a worker. In addition, movements such as "walking without carrying anything on a level surface" and "carrying or wheeling material on a level surface or material", when slippery, may result in injury.

Slippery and greasy surfaces, in kitchens are caused by such things as spilt ice being left on the floor, as well as oil and water on the floor. In addition bits of peel or dropped food remaining on the floor becomes a potential hazard. In one of the restaurants, the manager pointed out that there was always water on the floor from an ice machine which was placed in the kitchen area. Once again perhaps a relief surface could be incorporated in which to collect the spilt water. Alternatively the
ice machine could be placed in a position which is easily accessible, yet will not cause workers to come into contact with the water on the floor.

When looking at slippery and greasy surfaces, a number of restaurants showed concern regarding this issue. One restaurant was contemplating placing a rubber mat in the kitchen area to avoid slips. Another was in the process of placing a metal grid in the cooking area which was filled with a substance called cerra zorb, aimed at preventing slips. None of the restaurant managers had considered supplying the workers with non-slip rubber boots or shoes. On phoning a number of suppliers of safety equipment, it was revealed that such boots and shoes are in fact manufactured.

"Slip, trip or fall by worker" correlated with "uneven surface or material" as well as with "jumping or stepping down from an elevated surface or material" (see Table 12). "Jumping or stepping down from an elevated surface or material" also showed a relationship with injury to the back and "uneven surface or material" resulted in injury to the legs (see Table 13).

Uneven surfaces could include steps as well as a mat which is not placed smoothly on the ground. In one particular restaurant, when the author of this research was going through the questionnaire with the manager, it was observed that a worker tripped, on two successive occasions, on a plastic mat which was not placed smoothly on the carpet in the dining area. The manager's comment on this incident was that the worker was always doing such clumsy things. This indicates that the manager was accepting such dangerous circumstances, and was passing the blame to the
worker, as opposed to isolating the actual cause of the accident which was in this case the mat which was not placed smoothly on the carpet.

Tuckett (1987) stresses that steps should be avoided in kitchens. In the open ended section of the questionnaire it was commented that a worker missed a step and therefore fell. In another restaurant participating in the study it was noted that meat was kept in an area which was only accessible by climbing down a number of steps. The manager himself commented that workers may trip or fall while fetching meat or bringing it back to the kitchen area. In "A Guide to Hotel and Catering Services" (Lian, 1981), it is stated that workers should "try to walk, not run" in order to promote safety in the kitchen (p 120). However, the "service" period is the time when most workers are likely to be under pressure and therefore the situation is "frenzied" and it is this time when most accidents are likely to occur (Telephonic interview with Richfield, L.; 4 August 1988). From the researcher's observation of kitchen workers during the "service period" it was impossible for workers to "try to walk, not run". It is not possible to operate in a busy restaurant by simply "walking". The nature of the work during such a period necessitates working at high speed under extremely pressurised conditions. These conditions include manager/esses, waiters and waitresses running into the kitchen and demanding food for their customers. Workers are thus faced with a situation of having to produce the food as quickly as possible. It is for this reason that flooring and equipment should be designed in such a way so as to minimise accidents.

Due to the high frequency of slips, trips and falls in this study as well as the high frequency of such accidents overseas (Andersson and Lagerlof, 1983; Grieve, 1983) this issue has to be addressed.
Successful prevention of slips, trips and falls in practice requires measurement techniques and criteria for the objective selection of satisfactory slip-resistant shoes and walking surfaces. Unfortunately, this problem has been underestimated by many investigators of slipping accidents, who did not consider slips and falls to be complicated phenomena. This is due to three reasons which have been expanded upon in Chapter 4.

Firstly, there is inadequate accident classification. Secondly, such incidents usually result in bystanders laughing about them resulting in the general public not regarding such incidents seriously. Thirdly, there is no national system for collecting and analysing information about the causes of all injuries. Thus, accidents with tripping and slipping which are very frequent, will often be neglected compared to other accidents which are more rare and dramatic.

Harrison and Malkin (1983) forwarded certain recommendations with regard to safety in the area of slips, trips and falls. Wherever there is a risk of water lying or of water spillages, relief surfaces should be used to reduce the chance of slipping. Design of the floor texture has to be modified according to foot comfort and ease of cleaning. Grip soles and heels are also effective. Where high relief on the floor and/or shoes is not feasible an improvement can be made by inclusions on the floor surface. These are usually particles of silicon carbide in the case of ceramics. Some improvement can be obtained by choosing suitable shoe materials. The most effective system demands that a combination of the floor and shoe materials and surfaces should be decided upon (Harrison and Malkin, 1983). However, no sole or floor combination is safe if they are not cleaned regularly with proper materials.

The second area of accidents to be identified is the area of burns.
2. Burns

Clearly due to the kind of work performed in a kitchen, and because of the nature of the equipment used in preparation of meals, there is high potential for heat-related accidents to occur. Equipment which could be potentially hazardous includes steamers, boiling pans, pressure cookers, fish fryers, pots, pans, microwaves and ovens. Such equipment can be damaging to the worker as hot equipment can result in burns to the worker. Oil which is hot may splash onto the worker causing burns. Pressure cookers may explode and injure the worker. Microwaves are potentially hazardous as many workers are unaware that food such as egg and potatoes may burst, causing grave harm to the worker when the microwave door is opened. Training in the use of microwaves could avoid such a risk. In addition, workers should be enlightened as to the workings of a microwave so that under no circumstances should a part of the body be placed in the microwave while it is in operation. Although microwaves have a safety device which stops the microwave from functioning when the door is open, it was related by one of the restaurant managers that in order to speed up the cooking process, workers had jammed the safety device with an ice-cream stick so that the microwave was operational with an open door. Such a risk can only be overcome through training. Ovens present a hazard as workers may trip over an open door, and may burn themselves on hot equipment in the oven.

In the context of the design of domestic cookers for the South African consumer population, Fisher, Levin, Morna and Gordon (1986) report a survey of currently marketed cookers within six randomly selected retailers in central Johannesburg. The survey yielded nineteen different models of domestic cookers. Each of these models revealed little fundamental ergonomics in the wide range of interface arrangements. An example
of this is that 21% of the sample used an anticlockwise-for-increase control stereotype, despite the deeply ingrained human expectation for a clockwise-for-increase relationship (Pheasant, 1985), whilst 58% included a mixture of both anticlockwise and clockwise controls for performing the same increase value function with different features of the apparatus (Fisher and Levin, 1989).

Clearly such a lack of fundamental ergonomics creates unnecessary problems for the user. The devices are not straightforward to use and incorrect selections and control actions pose a potential hazard (Wilson and Kirk, 1980).

One of the most significant findings of Fisher, Levin, Abrams and Gordon's (1986) report was that all but one of the models displayed a South African Bureau of Standards (SABS) mark. It may be then that there is considerable scope for the development of ergonomic guidelines within standards for design of electrical appliances in general and the domestic cooker in particular (Fisher and Levin, 1989).

In the commercial kitchen where the work is far more pressurised than in the domestic kitchen, the problems highlighted above become far more dangerous with greater implications for the user who under stress resorts to stereotypes.

Because kitchen equipment may be of such potential hazard, care must be taken in the design and subsequent use of the equipment.

Burns and scalds are caused through factors such as faulty electrical equipment, gas equipment, fire, hot water, gas or electric grillers and
split boiling liquids. The results from the present study indicate that burns and scalds contribute significantly to accidents which occur in the commercial kitchen. The frequency of burns was thirty eight (20%). This injury represented the second highest injury and it is therefore imperative to identify significant relationships in this area.

Relationships were found between burns and injuries to the hand/s and eye/s (see Table 14). The frequency of injury to the hand/s was thirty one (16%) and to the eye/s was 4 (2.1%). Thus, burns are a definite hazard in the catering industry.

In order to isolate which are the sources or agents of injury, correlation, a relationship was found between burns and "material being moved manually by the worker" and "hot surface or material" (see Table 15). Thus, it can be seen that information regarding the state of the equipment, which in this case is hot, is not being adequately transmitted to the worker. This is further emphasised when one observes that burns correlate with "lifting material or equipment", "pulling material towards him/herself" and "taking hold of material, equipment or tool" (see Table 16). These were three movements which preceded the injury. From the nature of the movement preceding the injury it becomes apparent that the worker is operating in an environment which could be improved upon from an ergonomic point of view. From looking at the immediate causes of injury, a relationship was found between "worker failing to allow for physical properties of material" (see Table 17). This immediate cause of injury (freq=20) accounted for 10.8% of this category (see Table 6).
The question arises as to whether the physical properties of the equipment are adequately displayed to the worker who is interacting with the equipment. This will be discussed further on.

When looking at the individuals who had sustained burns (i.e. sorting the data in terms of those who had, and those who hadn't sustained burns) a number of relationships were found. "Tools or equipment being used or moved by the worker" correlated with "handling a tool or equipment" (see Table 18). In addition there was a relationship between "workers failure to use protective equipment" and injury to the finger/s (see Table 19). Lestly "material being moved manually by worker" correlated with "lifting material or equipment". These results as well as the high frequency of burns (20%) in this study indicate that there is a mismatch in work design. As Edwards (1981) suggests, accidents are symptomatic of a failure in the system and as such provide clues as to the location of the source of failure, indicating where the mismatches occur and what kind of action is likely to be effective in reducing these mismatches. The questionnaire, through its design, has highlighted areas of direct ergonomic significance and concern, indicating where mismatches have occurred.

Thus, there is a need in the design of kitchen equipment to transmit information (such as heat) in the equipment to the worker in a manner appropriate to the system and task requirement. There needs to thus be information flow from the equipment (which is hot) to the worker. The purpose of a display is to transmit information from the equipment to the worker in a manner appropriate to the system and task requirements. Functionally a good display is one which allows the optimum combination of speed, accuracy and sensitivity when transferring the necessary information from the equipment to the worker.
Because qualitative displays are suitable where the user needs to distinguish between a small number of different conditions such as temperature, this would be the appropriate display. As Tuckett (1987) recommended (see Chapter 4), workers should be advised when a pot or equipment is hot through the incorporation in the design of the equipment of a thermostat which would glow red to indicate that the pot is hot. The need for such an indicator is demonstrated by looking at the traditional way in which chefs indicate hot equipment - flour is sprinkled over the handle. Visual indicators can be made distinctive through differences in position, colour, shape and size. Reglin (1973) recommends that a warning light should be at least twice as bright as the immediate background. Warning lights are normally red as this colour is associated with danger for most people.

By making use of a thermostat, burns and scalds could be reduced and considerably avoided. This is a recommendation which can only be incorporated at the design stage of the equipment, but it would have a definite effect with regards to the number of burn accidents.

From the open ended responses it becomes apparent that many of the injuries were caused by oil splashes. However, in one restaurant where the frequency of burns from oil splashes was particularly high, the manager did not perceive such an injury as being worthy of recording. His reaction to the researchers probe as regarding burns of this nature was "Oh, burns, they happen everyday, that's not an accident." This comment serves to substantiate the problem inherent to accident investigation which is that when determining which events truly constitute an "accident" and which do not, still remains open to complex attribution processes.
which will vary according to the decision makers involvement in the event (Kelly, 1979).

However, oil splashes do occur in restaurant kitchens and the problem has to be addressed. Once again, as in the case of hot equipment, the fact that oil is hot should be passed on to the worker. A thermostat could be incorporated in the design of equipment in order to control oil temperature. An overriding thermostat could also be included to control the thermostat should it wear or break, thus cutting off the power. According to Tuckett (1987) liquid oil or fat equipment should always have this feature.

The question to now be addressed is whether safety equipment would reduce injury. Insufficient information was yielded from the present statistical analysis from which to draw any positive conclusions. However, it is hypothesised that the use of aprons, boots, gloves and a hat would reduce the possibility and frequency of burns. This would be of special importance to those directly involved with frying and grilling tasks. In one restaurant burns were caused by workers removing hot plates with their bare hands from an oven. In such a case heat pads should be used and they should be placed in a position which is easily and quickly accessible.

Workers should be trained with regards to the use of safety equipment. In addition recommendations such as when lifting lids of kettles or boiling pots, they should be tilted away from the body rather than towards it, should be made to the workers. However, the ultimate goal of the ergonomist should be to include as many safety mechanisms in the design
of the equipment so as to reduce, as far as possible, the risk of accidents.

An area where burns also occurred was in the use of gas grills. Gas is widely used in commercial kitchens. From the open ended responses there were reports of a gas explosion. Once again this is an area where the worker is not at fault. Managers commented that very often workers would first turn on the gas on the grill and then light a match. In many instances it would take a number of strikes before the match would ignite and by this time gas would have escaped from the grill. Once the flame came into contact with the escaped gas, the worker would get burnt. Managers suggested that workers were "untrainable" in this area. They were adamant that although they had demonstrated that this process should be reversed i.e. first light the match and then switch on the gas, workers were still getting burnt, especially during rush periods.

This situation is one in which ergonomics could greatly improve the operational usage of the equipment and minimise the error which is often (as in the above case) attributed to operator error or ignorance. Here design recommendations could include the incorporation of a flame switch in the grill which would only ignite when the gas flow was very low. By introducing such a mechanism, excessive gas would not be allowed to escape and the worker would not have to perform a task using two separate sources of equipment (i.e. the gas and the match). In this way the likelihood of such an accident occurring would be greatly reduced.

Burns as a result of electrical faults were also reported in the open ended section. In one restaurant an electrical wire had been exposed in a wire box during repair. A worker had touched the wire and had, as a result,
been himself. Once again, an ergonomic consideration such as the wire
box being inoperational while exposed, would have avoided such an acci-
dent. In addition workers should be trained to deal with fire in the
event of a fire breaking out (e.g., know how to operate a fire extin-
guisher). However, wherever possible ergonomic design should reduce the
risk of such an event.

This above area of burns and scalds indicates that by improving the design
of equipment and by considering ergonomics, the frequency of accidents
could be greatly reduced.

by considering ergonomics, the individual is no longer the focal point
for all events which occur. Accidents are thus explained by badly de-
signed interfaces and as such are symptomatic of a failure in the system
(interaction of "hardware", "liveware", "environment" and "software" see
chapter 3) and as such provide clues about the location of the source of
failure, indicating where the mismatches occur and what kind of action
is likely to be effective in reducing these mismatches (Edwards, 1981).

3. Cuts
The third area of accidents to be discussed is that of cuts.

When looking at cuts, the nature of the cut ranged from a slight nick to
the extreme of amputation. In attempting to isolate items of significance
when looking for causes of cuts, the item of "handling a tool or equip-
ment" was looked at as the movement preceding injury.

"Handling a tool or equipment" was the most frequent movement preceding
injury. The frequency was fifty eight which was 29.4%. This item cor-
related with injury to the finger/s (see Table 22). The frequency of
injuries to the finger/s was the most frequent injury reported (30%).

As expected at the outset, cuts are prevalent in the catering industry.
It was expected that through the design of this questionnaire, information
regarding the incidence of such events would be exposed. This type of
accident is in the majority of cases small scale, therefore not requiring
reporting. Thus, from the results, it can be observed that when handling
tools or equipment, injuries do frequently occur. An immediate cause of
injury which correlated with “handling a tool or equipment” was "worker
placing part of body in position of risk" (see Table 21).

Ergonomic design should reduce the occurrence of a worker placing a part
of his/her body in a position of risk. "Worker placing part of body in
position of risk was the highest frequency in the category of immediate
cause of injury (freq=51, 27.6%; see Table 6). This is of great concern
to the ergonomist as ergonomics is aimed at reducing the risk of accidents.
This will be further expanded upon at a later stage.

Relationships were then looked at within the category of "handling a tool
or equipment". To achieve this the data was sorted into two groups with
the one group consisting of the reports where “handling a tool or equip­
ment” was chosen as the movement preceding injury, and the second group
where this item was not ticked. Within the group where this item was
ticked, a number of relationships were found.

A correlation was found between "placing part of body in position of risk"
and injury to the finger/s. “Material being moved manually by worker”
correlated with "lifting material or equipment", "pulling material to­
wards him/herself", and "taking hold of material equipment or tool".
These movements are manual movements performed by the worker him/herself. Such movements could include for example cutting with a knife ("material being moved manually by worker").

When looking at "mechanically moving tools or equipment" a relationship was found between this item and "pushing material away from him/herself" (see Table 24). This could be conceptualised by thinking of a worker cutting meat on an electric meat cutter and cutting the meat in a motion whereby the meat is pushed away from the body.

From these results it becomes apparent that the issue of cuts cannot be ignored. When one looks at the open ended section of the questionnaire, the qualitative data indicates even more forcefully how hazardous some kitchen equipment actually is.

Accidents reported in the open ended questions included a worker placing a finger in a baking machine, not putting the cover over a cabbage slicing machine and thus cutting a finger, placing a finger in a dicing machine while slicing tomatoes requiring stitches in the finger and having a finger amputated while cutting meat on a meat machine. Although these accidents are rare when compared with accidents such as cuts, they are of extreme importance when one looks at the severity of the injury. Ergonomic considerations are crucial in the design of this kind of equipment which could cause severe injury.

There are many situations and equipments in industry where ergonomics could greatly improve the operational usage and minimise the waste which is often attributed to operator error or ignorance. The appropriate de-
sign of safe equipment to prevent injuries is possibly one of the most
important prevention strategies available.

It is clear from the fact that cuts do happen in restaurant kitchens, even
leading to amputation, that this problem has to be addressed. Equipment,
specifically mechanical equipment such as baking machines, slicing ma­
chines etc., should not be operational unless all the safety mechanisms
are operational and/or in place. Furthermore grids should be placed over
areas where workers may inadvertently place a part of their body. Workers
should not perform dangerous tasks unless they are suitably trained or
supervised. This is clear from the example of a worker having a finger
severed while cutting meat on a meat machine.

Ergonomic data relevant to the design of displays and controls should be
closely followed when designing kitchen equipment. Displays should allow
for the optimum combination of speed, accuracy and sensitivity when
transferring the necessary information from the equipment to the worker.
Controls such as knobs, switches, push buttons, levers or cranks must be
designed to match the capabilities and limitations of the worker. The
positioning of the machine control should depend on factors such as the
sex and age of the operators who are going to use it. It must be born
in mind that many women work in commercial kitchens and as a result dif­
ferences in size and strength must be considered.

The design recommendations for hand tools must also be considered as many
of the items used in kitchens are hand tools (e.g., knives). Because
human factors, until recently, had largely ignored the design of hand
tools, many tools and devices are not designed for efficient safe oper­
ations by humans, especially for repetitive operations (McCormick and
The proper design of hand tools requires an understanding of technical, anatomical, physiological, anthropometric and hygienic considerations.

Where possible, handles should be designed to have large contact surfaces to distribute the force over a larger area and to direct it to less sensitive areas of the hand such as the rough tissue between the thumb and index finger. Many hand tools and devices are not designed to accommodate women who have on average only about two thirds the grip strength of that of men. In addition most women have smaller hands than men. Left-handers who constitute approximately 8-10% of the world population are also not always taken into account. These differences have obvious implications for tool and device design (McCormick and Sanders, 1983). The design of hand tools and devices must take into consideration the anthropometric and ergonomic differences that exist between men and women. Tools should also be designed in order to facilitate use in the operators preferred hand.

Another area to be considered when reducing injury from "handling a tool or equipment" is the use of protective equipment.

4. Protective equipment

The focus now turns to the use of protective equipment. Failure to use protective equipment, although yielding a low frequency of seven (3.8%), resulted in injuries to the finger/s as well as amputation (see Table 27). The failure to use protective equipment also correlated with "mechanically moving tools or equipment being used or moved by workers" and "chemicals other than gas" (see Table 28). This immediate cause of injury correlated with the movements preceding injury of "pushing material away
These above correlations could indicate that protective equipment could be perceived as leading to a reduction in accidents. The use of gloves could decrease the risk of injury, however in performing many tasks (such as chopping vegetables) protective gloves could serve as a hindrance to the worker. In such cases a preventative measure could be taken by the worker by cutting away from the body when cutting with a knife. In addition sharp edges should always be carried facing downwards. Knives should be stacked either horizontally (with no edges sticking out) or in a vertical position with the edge facing downwards. However, these measures require training.

The present researcher, however, contends that the encouragement of the use of gloves would greatly reduce the risk of injuries. This, in conjunction with increased safety mechanisms on mechanically operated equipment, would reduce the incidents of cuts in restaurant kitchens.

However, no safety equipment would be functional in the long term unless there is support by management. Workers should be continually encouraged to wear protective equipment and training programmes should be instituted stressing the importance of safety equipment. Of equal importance however is that workers be trained in the workings, functioning and safe operation of kitchen equipment before they use it.

3. General Recommendations

Richfield, (telephonic interview, 1989) a food and restaurant critic, made a number of recommendations regarding restaurant kitchen size. He
noted that a prominent hotel chain had built kitchens which were too small for their output needs. He attributes this to the fact that many restaurant and hotel kitchens are designed by architects who have no experience with cooking and who are ignorant of the needs of the workers. In many cases the size of the kitchen is not commensurate with the size of the serving area.

Other recommendations which the present researcher feels could be made to the general safety of kitchen workers is that handles of cooking utensils should not jut out awkwardly from the edge of the range, but should rather be turned inwards. Perhaps the cooker design needs to be reconsidered to take account of handles which are also part of the pot. Alternatively, handles should perhaps be shorter so as to reduce the possibility of them protruding from the cooker range. Overstocking should be avoided as this could lead to the overstocked equipment toppling over and injuring a worker. Such an event occurred in one of the restaurants participating in the study.

Most of the restaurants participating in the study had two doors leading in and out of the kitchen. Workers were generally aware as to which door was the "in" door and which was the "out" door. However, in one of the restaurants there was only one door leading from the serving area into the kitchen. In this restaurant the frequency of accidents in the form of workers bumping into one another or banging part of their body on the swinging door, was far higher than the other restaurants which had two doors. In another restaurant, which had two doors, the doors were placed in such a way that workers wanting to enter the kitchen had to pass the door of workers exiting from the kitchen. As a result, workers were constantly bumping into one another. Thus, it is not sufficient to simply
incorporate two doors in the design of the kitchen. The doors must be positioned in such a way so as to be accessible by being directly in front of the approaching worker. In all of the restaurants, the type of door used was a swinging door so that workers could enter or exit from the kitchen even if their hands were full.

Temperature, ventilation and lighting are all part of the physical environment in which kitchen work is performed. There may be a general nonrealisation of such hazards, however they cannot be ignored.

Excessively high or excessively low temperature and inadequate ventilation reduce productivity through sickness, discomfort and lowered vitality of workers. Heat may affect, amongst other things, mental activities and performance in industrial settings (McCormick and Sanders, 1983).

Grillers, and all those working with hot equipment, in commercial kitchens are exposed to intense heat for extended periods of time. A cooling system or ventilation system should be functioning at all times in such situations. The kitchen itself is hot and here too ventilation should be considered.

As regards lighting, lighting levels must be sufficiently high to enable workers to clearly see their tasks but not too high as to cause glare or dazzle. Poor workplace lighting not only creates eye strain, but can cause fatigue leading to errors in the work and an increase in accident risk.
CONCLUDING COMMENTS

Accidents do happen in restaurant kitchens. Workers experience the issue of health and safety every day of their working lives. They are faced with hazards such as poor ventilation, unsafe machinery and other hazards which have been identified in this research.

This is an attempt to overcome the major shortcomings of past safety research which included the absence of a theoretical framework necessary for predicting accidents before they happen and the lack of a cohesive force for drawing together the vast amount of information available. One of the major drawbacks of early research has been the omission of any attempt to analyse a whole sequence of events that lead up to the occurrence of an accident.

The definition of the term "accident" was decided upon in such a way so as to allow for purposeful investigation. In terms of this definition it was established as to what constitutes deliberate, calculated and avoidable events in order to overcome the central problems associated with the definition of "accident" such as an accident only being labelled an accident after the event. Because the focus of this research was not primarily on accidents which cause injury, emphasis is placed on the incorporation of safety and health considerations at the design stage of new equipment and technology. These considerations depend on the engineers', designers', and technicians' knowledge of ergonomics and occupational safety and health. These aspects were considered at all stages of the research, both theoretical and practical, as it is essential to broaden the definition of "accident" to include contributing factors such
As such, a more sophisticated approach to maintaining safety, other than mere intuitive intervention, was required. This was achieved through the careful design considerations of interacting elements by following ergonomic principles.

Ergonomic principles were dealt with in detail and it was demonstrated how accidents are symptomatic of a failure in the system which is the dynamic relationship between interacting components of the human-machine system. By observing failures in the system, the location of the source of failure was identified indicating where the mismatches occurred and what kind of action was likely to be effective in reducing these mismatches.

Results in the present study yielded information regarding the importance of a safe kitchen design. In addition poor procedures and poorly prepared individuals were identified. Through the combination of safety and ergonomic data recommendations were made in order to prevent, as far as possible, accidents from occurring. Suggestions were made regarding training and supervision.

In conclusion, the incorporation of safety and health considerations at the design stage of new equipment and technology requires the improvement of existing education and training systems in this field. In addition, training programmes on ergonomics, safety engineering and occupational health should be developed (Kundiev, 1982). It is encouraging to note
that in the Report of the Director General of the Department of Manpower in the year ended 31 December 1987, it was stated that

"manufacturing processes are becoming increasingly complex and in view of the high cost of the machinery involved and the relatively large losses that may result from any breakdown in the manufacturing process, increasing attention is being given to safety and reliability in the design of equipment. Section 14 of the (MOSA) Act provides that no one may impart, display or offer for sale machinery or safety equipment that does not comply with the prescribed standards. In this manner everybody, including private individuals, is protected against machinery and safety equipment that is not safe and that does not comply with the prescribed safety standards". (p 103)

However, it must be noted that the general requirements of the SABS specific appliance standards is that such appliances "shall be free from electrical and mechanical hazards, including sharp edges, burns and similar defects that might cause injury to a user... shall be so designed and constructed that the risk of fire, or of mechanical damage, or of both, that impairs safety as a result of abnormal or careless operation is so reduced... shall be so constructed that accidental changing of the settings of a... control device is not possible if this can result in a hazard" (Government Gazette, No.74641, 1981).

It may be then, from the above, that there is considerable scope for the development of ergonomic guidelines within standards for design of electrical appliances in general and specifically for kitchen equipment.
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

1. It would be beneficial for researchers to fill in the checklist. Through this, the complex attribution processes which come into play when deciding what factors constitute an accident would be overcome.

2. Emphasis should be placed, in future research, on the use of protective equipment as a factor in reducing the risk of injury.

3. Data should be gathered regarding the possible effects of shifts in restaurant kitchens. It may then be identified as to whether rotation of workers would reduce the risk of accidents.

4. A study of a larger scope including an intervention programme, would indicate whether the recommendations made do in fact reduce the rate of accidents. Unfortunately the scope of this study did not allow for an intervention programme to be instituted.
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Johannesburg City Health Department Regulations regarding kitchen layout and design of equipment for cafes, restaurants, and eating houses.
(Johannesburg City Health Department, regulations regarding kitchen layout and design of equipment.)

(a) The minimum floor area of a food preparation room or area is 25 metre squared for a dining area not exceeding 40 metre squared.

(b) Where the dining area exceeds 40 metre squared but does not exceed 200 metre squared, 0.4 metre squared for every 1 metre squared that the dining room area exceeds 40 metre squared must be added to the 25 metre squared.

(c) Where the dining area exceeds 200 metre squared, a further 0.3 metre squared for every 1 metre squared that the dining room area exceeds 200 metre squared must be added.

In addition a minimum of 7 metre squared must be added for scullery purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dining area in m²</th>
<th>Preparation area in m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) up to 40</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) 41 to 200</td>
<td>(Area up to 200-400)x0.4+25+Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) in excess of 200</td>
<td>(Total area-200)x0.3+Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to determining the size of the kitchen, there are certain health requirements for the preparation of food in terms of the standard food handling by laws 1972.

1. Before any work is commenced a lay-out plan of the premises drawn on a scale of 1:50 indicating the position of all equipment in the preparation area, scullery, storerooms, changerooms and seating accommodation in the dining area must be submitted to the Health department for approval.
2. The following structural requirements must be provided:

(i) A food preparation area with a minimum floor area of 25 square metres, width not less than 3m. Where fresh fish is sold, a separate area of 10m, and in the case of a fish fryer, not less than 20m must be provided. The part of the premises used for the preparation and sale of fish must be sufficiently separated from the remainder of the business.

(ii) The area set aside for the consumption of food of drink by patrons on the premises shall allow for a minimum of 1.2m for every intended patron.

(iii) Sanitary facilities shall be provided for the use of all patrons of such cafe, restaurant or eating-house consuming food or drink on the premises.

(iv) Approved laundry facilities must be provided where the laundering of articles other than drying clothes is undertaken on the premises of any cafe, restaurant or eating-house, and where such laundering is not undertaken, such articles shall only be laundered at a licensed laundry.

(v) A scullery minimum floor area of 7 square metres, minimum width 2.5m.

(vi) A storeroom, adequately lit and ventilated, having a minimum floor area of 16 square metres, height not less than 2.4m, minimum width 3m. The storeroom must be equipped with adequate and approved metal dunnage boards or storage racks at
least 250mm above floor level. Goods such as potatoes, onions and empty cooking oil containers must be stored separately.

(vii) Should such a storeroom not be conveniently accessible from the food preparation room then a daily supply storeroom, at least 7m in extend must be provided.

(viii) The walls of every room shall be constructed of brick, cement, concrete or other approved substantial impervious material.

(ix) Separate facilities may also be required if deemed necessary for the storage of raw vegetables and fruit.

(x) Where more than two employees of the same sex are employed, a changeroom 6.5m in extend, minimum width of 2m, must be provided for each category. Enclosed pedestal type metal lockers must be provided for each employee.

(xi) Where five or more male persons are employed, at least one urinal stall, 700mm wide, must be provided.

(xii) Each room must be provided with natural light by means of windows equal to at least 10% of the floor area, 50% of which must be openable and positioned in such a way to afford cross ventilation.

At least 250 lux must be maintained at areas where food is prepared or stored.

(xiii) All window sills and tops of walls not extending to the ceiling.
must be constructed at a 45 degree angle.

(xiv) All walls to be constructed of brick, smoothly plastered, and covered with glazed wall tiles up to a height of 2m above floor level. The remaining wall surfaces and ceilings are to be painted with light coloured oil or enamel paint.

(xv) Every floor must be cement-concrete with a smooth finish and covered with heavy gauge marley tiles, except the scullery and food preparation area which must be covered with non-slip ceramic tiles laid with an epoxy grouting in close joints, (3m²), graded and drained to a gully.

(xvi) The junctions between the walls and floor of the preparation room, scullery and toilets must be provided with a covered ceramic tile which must be flush with the wall and floor tiles.

(xvii) An adequate supply of hot and cold running water must be laid on to all taps. The minimum capacity of the hot water supply tank is to be at least 135 litres.

(xviii) Wash-hand basins must be installed in approved positions for employees. Approved transparent soap dispensers and disposable paper towelling must be provided at all wash-hand basins.

(xix) All water piping and electrical ducting must be embedded in the wall plaster and smoothly finished off.

(xx) The wall surfaces above and adjacent wash-hand basins not in the
preparation and scullery areas must be covered with glazed tiles to a minimum height of 500mm above the upper edge and extend 200mm on either sides and below such basins.

(xxii) All projective tiled wall corners to be protected with a metal lining (37mm x 37mm).

(xxiii) At least one water closet plus one wash-hand basin must be provided for each sex working on the premises. Such a water closet must be separated from any room in which food is handled by means of a ventilated lobby or 3m which opens on to the external air. All doors communicating with such a lobby must be fitted with self-closing devices.

(xxiv) The closets or urinals must have separate approaches which are to be screened and clearly designated.

(xxv) Approved appliances and/or display cabinets must be provided for the display and/or storage of food at correct temperatures.

(xxv) Where walk-in fridges are constructed provisions must be made for a graded and drained floor in such fridges as well as for the disposal of waste water from the cooling unit.

3. The food preparation and scullery areas must be equipped as follows:

(a) All tables or other working surfaces must be constructed of stainless steel and provided with an upright 100mm high.
(b) All the equipment must be on the pedestal, mounted on legs at least 150mm above floor level to facilitate cleaning.

(c) An approved hood or canopy of adequate size, having a flue of at least 300mm in diameter must be provided immediately over every cooking stove, oven or similar apparatus. The flue must exhaust to the atmosphere at such a height and in such a position as is necessary to prevent the discharge therefrom from constituting a nuisance to the neighbourhood. The hood must overlap the cooking appliance by 225mm. A total height of 2.1m above the floor is considered satisfactory. V-type removable gauze filters, sufficient in numbers and space and 500mm apart must be installed at the mouth of the flue which must also be fitted with an approved extractor fan. The extractor fan must be of maintaining an air speed of at least 30m per minute over the face of the canopy. The air velocity in the duct must be at least 457m per minute or not more than 700m per minute in order to prevent drumming or excessive noise.

It is now necessary to digress from the bylaws in order to expand upon the specifications regarding canopies.

Specifications Regarding Canopies in Food Handling Premises

Public Health Laws state that a canopy must be installed over all cooking appliances in food handling premises, where any form of cooking is undertaken. The canopy must have an extract which will remove all fumes in such a manner that they will not cause any unpleasantness in the vicinity.
The canopy must achieve three things:
It must remove steam and fat from the cooking area so that it does not spread and condense on the walls and ceilings,
It must eliminate the spread of cooking odours through the rest of the premises,
It must ventilate the room and remove excess heat.
In other words, the canopy must be properly designed, installed and must be maintained at all times.

It must be deemed that canopies which meet the following specifications are in compliance with the regulations-

1. The inside perimeter of the canopy must overhang all the cooking appliances on all sides by a minimum of 230mm.

2. The lower edge of the canopy must be a minimum of 200mm and a maximum of 2134mm above the floor.

3. The depth of the canopy from the bottom edge to the top ridge must be a minimum of 610mm.

4. There must be an extract fan which will ensure that-
   (a) There is air movement of at least 30m per minute over the face of the canopy or
   (b) The total volume of air in the room is changed at least twenty times per hour.

NOTE:
(a) Is suitable for smaller canopies in large rooms and
5. The canopy must be designed in such a manner that it is easily cleaned and must have a channel all round for run-off.

6. Where filters are installed, they must be easily removable for cleaning, and a removable drip tray must be fitted at the lower edge of the filters to collect any fat which may run off.

7. If filters are fitted the following must be taken into account:

(a) The fan must be capable of overcoming the resistance of the filters.
   - The total area of the filters must be sufficient to allow the required volume of air to pass through them. (A standard 500x500x500mm filter will allow approximately 7.5 metres per second of air through).

(c) The filters must be easily removable.

(d) Drip trays must be fitted below the filters to catch any excess fat.

(e) All parts of the filter must be non-flammable.

(f) The minimum distance from the underside of the filter to the top of the cooking unit must be as follows to minimise the dangers of fire:
   - i. No open flame: 760mm
   - iii. Open flame (charcoal grill): 1371mm
   - iii. Other open flames: 1070mm

8. The extract duct must have an area capable of handling the volume
of air from the fan, but must be of such a size as to allow an air speed of 450 metres per minute minimum, and 610 metres per minute maximum, and must be designed in such a way that it does not vibrate or cause any other irritating noise.

9. The duct must remove odours and gases to a position of height where it will not cause a disturbance to the surrounding area.

10. It must be insured that enough air is brought into the room to cope with the volume being extracted.

11. Drawings and specifications should be submitted to the local council for approval before manufacture or installation.

12. Other methods of extraction are permitted provided they meet with the approval of the local council.

These specifications are a guide only and may vary with different councils.

Returning to the health requirements for the preparation of food in terms of the standard food handling by laws:

(d) Separate sinks and working surfaces must be provided for the preparation of vegetables, meat, fish, etc., the various areas must be designated according to use with approved impervious signs.

e) The scullery must be provided with an approved pedestal type double bowl stainless steel sink, each bowl having a capacity of
at least 55 litre, fitted on the side nearest the wall with a
splash screen rising to a height of 150mm above the top of the
sink and located at a distance of at least 100mm from any wall.

(f) An approved mobile drying rack for crockery and pots must be
provided.

(g) An approved table solely for the reception of soiled crockery
and cutlery and the removal from such crockery and cutlery of
unconsumed food.

(h) Approved working surfaces must be provided next to the preparation
sinks and cooking appliances.

(i) An approved potsink must be installed if deemed necessary.

(j) At least 50% of the floor area required for the preparation room
must be unobstructed floor space.

(k) No fixtures, shelving and fittings shall be installed against
walls - shelving to be free standing, constructed of metal and
raised 150mm above floor level onto metal legs.

(l) The potato peeler must be a separate unit mounted on legs.

(m) All tables and sinks to be fitted with metal stoppers with
rubber ends to maintain a distance of at least 100mm between
such equipment and any wall.
4. A yard area suitably graded and paved to an extend of 9m outside each door must be provided.

5. An approved storage area for refuse receptacles must be provided in a position easily accessible. Such area must be enclosed and provided with an impervious graded and drained floor - the gully must be connected to the Municipal Sewer. A waterpoint must be provided within the said area.

6. All work must be done in a workmanlike manner and to the satisfaction of the Health Department.
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Examples of Kitchen Equipment

("President Catering Supplies" pamphlet)
Receiving, Storage and Refrigeration

1. Receiving Scales
2. Storage Bins
3. Racking and Shelving
4. Cold Store Racking
5. Display Reach-in Refrigerators
6. Coldrooms
7. Reach-in Refrigerators and Freezers
8. Underbar Refrigerators
Preparation

1. Vegetable Washing machinery
2. Food Cutters
3. Meat Preparation
4. Vegetable Peelers
5. Stainless Steel Tables and Sinks
6. Portioning Scales
8. Slicing Machines
9. Mixers
10. Vegetable and Fruit Processors
Cooking

1. Convection Ovens
2. Tiltpans
3. Microwave Ovens
4. Boiling Pans
5. Diet Kettles
6. Cooking Suites
7. Pizza or Baking Ovens
8. Fryers
9. Tilting Kettles
10. Steamers
Food Service

1. Shawarma Units
2. Carvery and Buffet Equipment
3. Ice Cream Machines
4. Toasters
5. Salamander Grills
6. Fast Food Specialties
7. Backbar Counter Equipment
8. Multipots and Water Boilers
9. Milk Shake Mixers
10. Food Service Counter Areas
11. Coffee Brewers
Clean-Up

1. Utensil Washers
2. Sink Units
3. Dishwashing Machinery
4. Food Waste Disposal Units
5. Crockery Racks
6. Crockery Handling Trolleys
7. Mechanised Tray Removal and Warewashing Systems
Utensils and Accessories

3. Woodware
4. Saucepans, Stock Pots and Fryers
5. Professional Utensils and Cutlery
6. Wirework
7. Baking and Roasting Trays
8. Food Service Pans
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Checklist administered to the restaurants
ACCIDENT REPORT AND INVESTIGATION.

DATE: ___________ TIME: ___________.

Complete the following table by placing a tick (✓) in each box where a "yes" answer applies to the safety equipment worn.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EQUIPMENT</th>
<th>Necessary for job</th>
<th>Was being worn</th>
<th>Was shown how to use it</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apron</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boots or shoes</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hat</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gloves</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PLACE A TICK (✓) IN EACH BOX WHERE A "YES" ANSWER APPLIES.

SECTION A. Primary cause of accident.

1. Action of injured worker. □
3. Unforeseeable mechanical failure. □
4. Any other cause - please describe here: ____________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
### SECTION B. Body Injuries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Part</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neck</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eye/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arm/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hand/s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SECTION C. Source or Agent of Injury

1. Material moving mechanically and handled by worker
2. Material being moved manually by worker
3. Stationary equipment or tools in correct place not being used by worker
4. Stationary equipment or tools in incorrect place not being used by worker
5. Mechanically moving tools or equipment being moved or used by worker
6. Tools or equipment being moved or used by worker
7. Sharp objects such as nails not being used by worker
8. Falling object
9. Slippery surface or material
10. Greasy surface or material
11. Uneven surface or material
12. Flying object
13. Hot surface or material
14. Mechanically moving tools or equipment not being used by worker
15. Chemicals other than gas

16. New task eg. causing blisters

17. Aggravation of a disability already present

18. Gas

19. Any other: please describe: ________________________________________

SECTION D. Movement preceding injury.

The injured person was:
1. Lifting material or equipment

2. Handling a tool or equipment

3. Standing still and upright

4. Standing still, leaning over material or equipment

5. Pulling material towards himself

6. Pushing material away from himself

7. Walking without carrying anything upstairs

8. Walking without carrying anything downstairs

9. Walking without carrying anything on a level surface

10. Reaching for material, equipment or a tool

11. Taking hold of material, equipment or a tool

12. Carrying material upstairs

13. Carrying material downstairs

14. Carrying or wheeling material on a level surface

15. Jumping or stepping on to an elevated surface or position

16. Jumping or stepping down from an elevated surface or position
15. Chemicals other than gas
16. New task eg. causing blisters
17. Aggravation of a disability already present
18. Gas
19. Any other: please describe:

SECTION D. Movement preceding injury.

The injured person was:
1. Lifting material or equipment
2. Handling a tool or equipment
3. Standing still and upright
4. Standing still, leaning over material or equipment
5. Pulling material towards himself
6. Pushing material away from himself
7. Walking without carrying anything upstairs
8. Walking without carrying anything downstairs
9. Walking without carrying anything on a level surface
10. Reaching for material, equipment or a tool
11. Taking hold of material, equipment or a tool
12. Carrying material upstairs
13. Carrying material downstairs
14. Carrying or wheeling material on a level surface
15. Jumping or stepping on to an elevated surface or position
16. Jumping or stepping down from an elevated surface or position
17. Engaged in more complex movement. Please describe

SECTION E. Immediate cause of injury.

1. Worker misjudging position of material
2. Worker placing part of body in position of risk
3. Worker's grip on tool or material too loose, allowing it to slip or drop
4. Worker failing to allow for physical properties of material
5. Worker's failure to use protective equipment
6. Worker's over-estimating movement space in a confined area
7. Slip, trip or fall by worker
8. Worker misjudging own strength or physical ability
9. Over reliance on protective equipment by worker
10. Movement of poorly stocked or placed material
11. Worker over-reaching with tool, material or part of body
12. Worker misjudging speed of moving material
13. Worker's bodily reaction to new task or equipment (e.g., blisters from new boots)
14. Any other cause. Please describe
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